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1. Drug Module                                      
a) Print Drug History, including a selection of historical drugs     (1644  -06/2014) 
b) Drugs “patient information” 

previously entered info is indicated by an * on the tab. If we prescribe the drug with an asterix (implies 
info stored in Private database) but we do not enter any text, the previous info was deleted from the 
database.   fixed 

c) Drugs “personal information” = clinical info on a drug for the GP and not for the patient.  
Can be done for a selection of drugs                

d) We can now copy /move all information in the Patient info tab to the personal info tab.  
e) Drug personal information can be exported (and imported) for one drug or a selection of drugs via an 

xml file 
f) If there is existing information for a drug, the import will append the new information if there is enough 

space (only 246 charachters allowed for each drug. 
 

2. Clinical information can be associated with any coded content. 

 The user can enter text (or copy paste) relating to any Health one coded term. 

 This information is available thereafter for any patient with this item content + Link to ICPC/ICD text  

 The term can also be associated with a web URL so that the GP can at any time immediately access 
information on the web related to the specified content 

 The function is activated when the database InfoContent.mdb is in the DBF directory. 

 Drug personal information can be exported (and imported) for one H1 code or for all codes  via an xml 
file 

 
3. External devices                                                               

a) Customed  -  ECG integration goes straight to download rather than having to select 
b) Carefusion spirometer now integrated 

 
4. AVAST antivirus causing problems with Health one – fixed.         (1636  -05/2014) 
5. Windows server 2012 – Health one now works with this OS         (1637  -06/2014) 
6. Query Plus  - make search of analyses easy.        (1644  -04/2014) 
7. Action Plan – Now ignores inactive patients        (1635  -04/2014) 
8. Quick View = F3 from Selector. Now we have the same (Shift_F3) from appointments 
9. SCORE cardio risk  

a) Make Ireland = Low risk Country 
b) Allow to reinsert CV risk in TRENDS if deleted. 

10. Refresh HCR on menu – Need Hot Key = Shift_Ctrl_R 
 

11. Electronic Referrals – Healthlink –several changes have been made to enhance the electronic referrals see 
relevant document 

 


